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The «Russian Project»®– is one of the leading Companies in the Russian 
market of technologies and machinery intended for catering and trading 
businesses. Since 1990 we have been offering the entire range of services in 
the fields of designing, engineering, furnishing and maintenance of any 
catering and trading businesses should they be of size and profile.

The «Russian Project»® Company possesses its own production lines which 
are «Iterma» and «T&T» factories manufacturing neutral and technological 
equipments, and catering furniture. The production owned by us makes it 
possible to accomplish all range of orders including non-standard, unique  
ones.

Furnishing hotels and inns is a field in which the «Russian Project»® is 
capable of fully implementing its capacities. A hotel integrated furnishing 
covers designing, engineering and supply of equipments intended for a 
restaurant kitchen, laundry, rooms and bar furniture, fabrics, accessories, 
lighting devices for each hotel areas and a lot of things more.  

MORE THAN 20 YEARS IN MARKET
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GUIDELINES FOR ACTION
I. Concept development, trade and catering businesses engineering

II. Equipment for catering businesses, trade and hotels

Restaurants, bars, canteens, café bars at gas refueling stations, food courts
Professional fabrics, plumbing, lighting devices and hotel furniture

Professional tableware and accessories

Catering companies

Mechanized canteens and food enterprises
Supermarkets, food and non-food shops, drugstores, trading areas at gas refueling stations

Bakeries 

Laundries and dry-cleaning stores

Center coolers, refrigerators
Weighing fittings (incl. high precision analytical balance)

I. Erection and pre-commissioning; spare parts and componentry, post-warranty servicing

IV. Training to operate equipment and machinery, master classes technological support
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OUR CLIENTS

•  Central Bank boarding house   
   (Moscow Region )
•  «Ibis» 3* (Yaroslavl town) 
•  «Spasskaya»  4* Vologda town
•  «Renaissance Moscow» 4*
•  «SK-Royal» 4* (Moscow)
•  «Marco Polo Presnya» 4*  (Moscow)
•  «Rus» Sanatorium (President Managing 
Board in Sochi)
•  «SOYUZ Hotel» Ministry of Defense Hotel
•  «Grand-Hotel «Europe» 5*    (Saint-
Petersburg)
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FURNISHING RESTAURANT’S KITCHEN
The integrated furnishing assisted by the «Russian 
Project»® specialists means a kitchen perfectly 
engineered and fitted with state-of-the-art process 
equipment in your restaurant. 
A restaurant perfectly set in a hotel with a good kitchen 
means a business inside an enterprise capable of giving 
income not only due to guests’ money but owing to 
urban residents. The great experience gathered by the 
«Russian Project»® 
Specialists makes it possible to select an optimal process 
configuration each time when we run from one project to 
another. Each professional kitchen created by us means 
a scrupulously evaluated balance of a production routine 
extent and banquet modes, compactness and 
productivity, specially purposed equipment, and its 
versatility, price and quality. 
Our Company’s production line means the full spectrum 
of any professional equipment, such as thermal, 
refrigerating, electromechanical, neutral one; absolutely, 
everything the most contemporaneous restaurant needs 
in. 
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PROFESSIONAL TABLEWARE
A hotel’s or restaurant’s high class becomes further apparent in a technique of serving a table.
The professional tableware ought to meet simultaneously a lot of requirements which often 
contradict each other, for instance, beauty and practicalness, modernity and longevity, 
uniqueness and interchangeability. We will help you find a golden mean: our assortment 
contains professional tableware collections fabricated by the most distinguished worldwide 
producers, such as Slovenia, Czech Republic, Germany, Belgium, China…
Whatever your restaurant’s kitchen is – national or classic, home-like, traditional, or sharply 
modern molecular fusion – we are nearby to help you emphasize you restaurant’s concept by 
serving, with cutlery and important articles.

OUR OFFER:

Porcelain  and glass-made tableware
On-stove foodware, cutlery, baking trays and 

baking pans
Steel and silver-made tableware 
Crystal and glass-made goblets and tall 

wineglasses
Smorgasbord-served tableware and cutlery
Interior wine cabinets and counters 
Bars furnishing
Serving trolleys
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FURNISHING LAUNDRY

Besides a need in sustaining a permanent ideal 
cleanness of rooms linen, personnel uniforms and 
restaurant’s fabrics the hotel laundry is an 
additional income source due to laundry  services to 
be rendered to clients.

The «Russian Project»® offers the laundry 
equipment produced by the Electrolux and Imesa 
Companies worldwide known as the best  European 
vendors.

OUR OFFER:
• Washing machines, drying, and 

washing and drying machines 
• Ironing rolls, calenders and presses
• Steam generators, steam mannequins 
• Aquacleaning equipment 
• Packing machines
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RESTAURANT AND ROOMS FURNITURE
Furniture is the most important part of any hotel’s interior. 
The elegant furniture in a restaurant helps set up its unique 
air; the bar and reception counters are the central elements in 
a hall, bar and lobby spaces, and a cosy furniture in a room is 
a remarkable component of the client’s comfort and 
satisfaction.

The «Russian Project»®  Company is always ready to supply 
furniture for hotels, inns and restaurants in integrated 
manner.  
We offer a wide choice; we are offering the goods by well-
known vendors and convenient cooperation terms and 
conditions. 

OUR OFFER:
• Bar counters and chairs
• Reception counters
• Rooms furniture
• Restaurant furniture
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FF& E and OS&E

We offer FF& E and OS&E products to fill up 
the full 3-5* Hotels profile. Whatever Hotel 
set-up stage is – design concept, architect 
solutions or a ready draft design added with 
any specified items – our Company is ready to 
join a Hotel creation.

Furniture 
Lighting devices
Installation plumbing
Natural stones and items made of them
Floor and wall covers
Fabrics and art objects
Expendables and planned change items
Optimizing furnishing budget at strict 

following on Operator’s Quality and Standards
Conducting tenders and expedition
Installation at object
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The best period to engineer a restaurant is before launching any construction. 
That is a high time for a designer to place all needed rooms and utilities based 
on all provisions of the effective normative documents, such as Construction 
Norms&Rules, Sanitary Norms&Regulations, Industry-Specific Process 
Engineering Standards, Fire Safety Rules etc. And that is also very important a 
restaurant engineered in such a manner will meet in full the line production 
process concepts.

А. The Customer hands over the building plans to our Company’s specialists 
and speaks of his (her) proposals concerning the equipment quality and 
business format.
Б. Our specialists help the Customer draw up correctly an Engineering 
Assignment setting forth all basic technical data, products delivery, storing 
and processing chains; dishes cooking processes; and other parameters of the 
business in design. Based on the Engineering Assignment we develop some 
versions of the floor-plan diagrams to be made as rooms layouts. 
Г. The Customer makes a choice of an engineering solution. 
Д. The Customer sets forth his (her) plans and thoughts with regard to an 
interior design to be taken into account in the process project. 
Е. In discussing the items with the Customer, our specialists cooperating 
together find out the best and mutually suitable version to be released for 
further operations in the field of project funds and logistics. 

PRELIMINARY STAGE
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А. The Customer makes a Design Contract. A Work Schedule and 
Engineering Assignment are enclosed to the said Contract.
Б. Our specialists help the Customer agree upon the Engineering 
Assignment  at the Rospotrebnadzor Service.
В. Our specialists develop a working documentation which bears a 
utilities diagram, i.e. plumbing, sewage, ventilation, power supply 
systems to be lied in the rooms.
Г. Based on the working documentation approved we specify the 
performance specifications of the trade and process equipment and 
materials to be fitted.
Д. We hand over the works performed by us based on an Acceptance 
Settlement to the Customer. 
The process project undergoes a mandatory agreement at the 
Rospotrebnadzor Service. The documentation kit includes the floor-
plan diagrams with process equipment and furniture layout, drawings 
showing the equipment connections to the utilities, process 
equipment and furniture specifications, a Memo, and also license or 
permit to perform SRC engagement works.

DESIGN WORK
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SERVICE AND LOGISTICS

   Selling componentry and spares for foreign and Russian origin equipment.
    Investigating and diagnosing Customer’s equipment in details.
    Upgrading existent equipment.
    Erecting process and refrigerating equipment.
   Repairing process, refrigerating and weighing equipment.
    Process equipment warranty and post-warranty servicing.
   User’s process equipment integrated servicing.

Our advantages over rivals:
•    24-h  control center.
•    Great spares storage (incl. refrigerating 
equipment spares ).
•    Regional Service Centers Network within 
entire Russian territory. 
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OUR TEAM

 A specialized Department of our Company deals with catering business 
engineering and designing; its team is qualified engineers and various 
designers. Our specialists are trained on regular basis at advanced technology 
and process equipment courses in the European countries and in the USA, and 
take part in various workshops and conferences. 

        In implementing some 
great projects, we conduct 
joint engineering works with 
European developers. 
An individual approach to 
every project will ensure a 
successful engineering and 
further commissioning of a 
business. 
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ENTIRE RUSSIA WITH US!

Russian and CIS Branches: 
Astana, Almaty, Arkhangelsk, 
Astrakhan, Vladivostok, 
Vologda,  Ivanovo, Kaluga, 
Kemerovo, Kyiv, Kostroma, 
Krasnodar, Kursk, Nizhni 
Novgorod, Novosibirsk, Omsk, 
Penza, Rostov-on-Don, 
Samara, Saint-Petersburg, 
Saransk, Sochi, Stavropol, 
Syktyvkar, Tula, Ulan-Ude, 
Ufa, Chelyabinsk, Yaroslavl.

The «Russian Project» ®  Company means the entire range of services 
on designing, engineering, furnishing and maintenance of any catering 
and trading business.

Moscow,  Volokolamskoye Shosse 88, build.  8,  phone/fax: (495) 
540-46-00
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